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Reliable analysis for targeted distribution and merchandise optimisation over the entire store 
network 
 

Detego InReports provides active inventory oversight for multi-channel 

fashion retailers 

Graz, 19 October 2015 — Intelligent article management software Detego has today released a 
real-time analysis tool for fashion retailers—Detego InReports. This tool brings a new analysis 
platform that can coordinate the demands of the sales floor and logistics chain, helping retailers 
access current information such as the merchandise inventory and availability of items on the 
sales floor.  
 
With bricks-and-mortar fashion retailers competing with online stores, retailers are forced to keep 
up with the pace set by customers, which means that product line management is essential. 
Detego recognises that the multi-channel strategy necessitates transparency, targeted 
merchandise distribution and increased merchandise availability, and is able to solve these issues 
using their new InReports technology.  
 
Michael Goller PhD, CTO of Detego notes: “We developed Detego InReports as a tool for our 
customers so they can be better equipped for the ever more dynamic market and the growing 
demands of it. More than anything else, retailers with a network of several hundred stores need 
transparency and data that they can depend on in order to be able to react quickly. Detego 
InReports enables retailers to have this information at their fingertips”.  
 

Increase Sales, Reduce Inventory, Manage Stores 
 
Detego InReports analyses the crucial key performance indicators of individual locations, 
including merchandise inventory and availability, in addition to the time spent on the sales floor), 
making it possible to effectively assess and analyse the performance of individual stores. The 
high quality of the information on hand allows for more precise management of the flow of 
merchandise, as well as a reduction in the in-stock inventory kept available in all channels and 
loss prevention. This results in a simpler way to better adapt what is on offer to customers, and 
subsequently improving the profitability of stores. Detego offers textile retailers a faster way to 
react to market changes and trends that is based on overall inventory transparency, which 
translates to increased merchandise turnover and sales volume.  
 
#Video: „Intelligente Artikelverwaltung für die Modeindustrie“:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=22KT0orBpgM#t=30 

 

About Detego 

Enso Detego GmbH, is an innovative software vendor, founded in 2011 and headquartered in Graz 
(Austria). The company develops and sells the Detego Suite 4.1., an intelligent article management 
solution for the fashion retail industry. It ensures item level based stock transparency in the shop, back 
storeroom, and the DC. The software prevents out-of-stock situations, ensures a perfect product 



 

 

presentation and availability on the shop floor. The suite comes with comprehensive analysis and 
reporting features for real-time stock – unique for the store and category managers and managing 
directors. The product portfolio of Detego supports the omni-channel strategies of fashion retailers and 
enables them to provide their clients with a consistent shopping experience throughout all channels. 
Detego’s software offer is completed by Managed Services, such as software-as-a-Service (SaaS) and 
attractive financial models. Among Detego‘s customers are international mono-brand manufacturers, big 
retailers and department stores. The software has been employed in over 1,500 stores in Europe so far. 
More information about customers and products can be found at www.detego.com. 
 
Detego in the UK: 
detego@marlinpr.com 
0207 932 5580 
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